An algorithm is described for computing the deflating subspaces of a regular linear matrix pencil AB -A. More precisely, the algorithm is intended to compute the projection matrices P and I -P onto the deflating subspaces of matrix pencils corresponding to the eigenvalues inside and outside the unit circle. This algorithm can be considered as an orthogonal version of the matrix sign-function method. It possesses a quadratic convergence rate and simultaneously with the projection operators computes a condition number of the problem. We point out the extent to which this algorithm can be parallelized. Applications are made to solving the Riccati equation.
INTRODUCTION
There has been a great deal of recent interest in the study of unsymmetric eigenvalue problems with guaranteed accuracy. The main difficulties in such problems are due to the fact that small perturbations of input data may cause huge perturbations of eigenvalues.
A standard example of the sensitivity to small perturbations is the stability analysis (after Lyapunov) for the 20-by-20 lower bidiagonal matrix A with -1 on the diagonal and 10 on the subdiagonal. Indeed, on replacing the *E-mail: malyshev@math.nsk.
su. Part of this work was carried out while the author was an ERCIM fellow at the Centre for Mathematics and Computer Science (CWI) in Amsterdam, The Netherlands. element A, so at the upper right comer of A by E of small magnitude, the determinant of the matrix A -hZ, where I stands for the 20-by-20 identity matrix, becomes equal to (-1 -A>" -101'e. When E = lO_", which is less than the relative rounding error for most modem computers, there is a root of the polynomial det( A -hZ) equal to A = ""m -1 > 0.1. Thus the stable matrix A with all eigenvalues equal to -1 becomes unstable owing to very small perturbation of its elements. These circumstances require one to regard the matrix A as "ill stable" or "practically unstable." A numerical criterion of matrix stability quality, which can be efficiently evaluated on a computer, was suggested in [4, 11] . Further development of these researches resulted in the criteria of the dichotomy quality of a matrix spectrum with respect to the imaginary axis and unit circle [lo, 6, 141 .
By the spectrum dichotomy problem with respect to a closed contour y on the complex plane we mean the following:
(1) To find out whether there are eigenvalues on the contour y or within a small neighborhood of y.
(2) If there are no such eigenvalues, then to compute the invariant (deflating) subspaces corresponding to the parts of the matrix spectrum inside and outside the contour y.
Under the spectrum dichotomy approach the method of investigation of a matrix spectrum consists of (a) partition of th e complex plane by circles and/or straight lines into parts, (b) evaluation of the dichotomy quality parameters for each circle and straight line, (c> computation of the invariant (deflating) subspaces associated with the parts of the spectrum inside and outside each circle or half plane, provided that the corresponding dichotomy parameter is not too large, (d) computation of invariant (deflating) subspaces at the intersections of some circles and/or half planes.
In fact, this method is quite similar to the well-known bisection method for symmetric tridiagonal matrices: problem solver.
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In both the procedures neighborhoods of isolated parts of the spectrum are computed instead of individual eigenvalues. The spectrum dichotomy problem method is much strengthened by the dichotomy parameter, which can be efficiently evaluated on a computer.
Thanks to this parameter, we are able to develop an effective perturbation theory for some unsymmetric eigenvalue problems and investigate the rate of convergence and stability of several efficient numerical procedures. One can consider the dichotomy parameter as a condition number of the spectrum dichotomy problem. The dichotomy parameter is a positive real number that characterizes the stability of the invariant subspaces of a matrix associated with the two parts of the spectrum separated by a given closed contour. If the value of this parameter gets larger, then the corresponding invariant subspaces get less stable. The stability deteriorates, for instance, when some eigenvalues come nearer to the contour, or the angle between the invariant subspaces diminishes.
When computations are executed with rounding errors, one can argue that a given contour does not "practically" separate the spectrum if the dichotomy parameter exceeds some large number. The value of this bound depends mostly on the relative rounding error of arithmetical operations. As usual, it is chosen in accordance with the requirements of guaranteed accuracy and applications.
Classical eigenelements of a square matrix are the set of eigenvalues and a vector basis composed of the Jordan chains. Under the spectrum dichotomy approach the main eigenelements are the dichotomy parameter with respect to a given closed contour and, if this parameter is finite, the invariant subspaces and the generalized Lyapunov function associated with the parts of matrix spectrum inside and outside the contour.
There are some alternative approaches to guaranteed accuracy for unsymmetric eigenvalue problems.
The most important one is developed in [21, 22, 25, 7, 8] .
Let us refer to it as the Schur method. This method has been in existence for some time, and its algorithmic aspects have been developed to a great extent [27, 19, 23, 24, 2] . In a similar direction the AB algorithm 1121 has been developed. It is not difficult to see that PO is a projection operator onto the deflating subspace -Ea of the pencil AB -A, i.e., P,f = P,, and the equality P,x = x is equivalent to the vector x belonging to yb. Accordingly, the matrix Pm = Z -PO defines a projection operator onto the deflating subspace pm. PO and Pm are called the spectral projection operators onto 2, and Tm. Apart from the spectral projection operators P, and Pm, sometimes it is useful to deal with the orthogonal projections II, and II, onto the deflating subspaces of hB -A. We give the formulas that express the matrices II,,
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ALEXANDER N. MALYSHEV and II, in terms of the matrices P, and P,:
II, = P"(P,HP, + P,"PJ'Po"; rII, = P_( P,HP, + P,"P,) -l P,".
Canonical Form of a Linear Matrix Pencil Which Is Regular with Respect to the Unit Circle
Let us use the notation of Theorem 1 in order to introduce the following sequence of matrices:
The following identities are satisfied for these matrices Pk: Therefore, the sequence of matrices Z, is the sequence of Green matrices G,, i.e., Z, = G,.
Properties of the matrices Pk enable us to find explicitly a solution to the infinite system (8) Hence, T = G, -G_,.
Finally, the formulas (6) are obtained from (7) and (9). 4
The Parameter o, a Criterion to Determine Whether a Regular Linear Matrix Pencil Has No Eigenvalues on the Unit Circle and Within a Small Neighborhood of It
Let det( B -e'+A) # 0 for all real 4, i.e., the pencil AB -A is regular with respect to the unit circle. Consider the Hermitian matrix
The spectral norm, i.e., the largest singular value, of H is denoted by w = (I H II and is referred to as the criterion of absence of eigenvalues of the pencil hB -A on the unit circle and within a small neighborhood of it.
There are several reasons for introducing the matrix H. First of all, o is, in a sense, the La-norm of the Green function for matrix pencil, and some standard techniques from theory of differential equations may be used for stability and error analysis. The form (Hx, x) is a generalization of Lyapunov quadratic forms; therefore, energy estimates can be used efficiently in the analysis. The matrix H appears naturally when establishing relations with differential equations and applications (cf. [4,11, lo] ). Moreover, H is easily calculated by the numerical method described in the next section. All these reasons lead us to prefer the conditioning parameters defined by H to other parameters such as the minimal singular value of B -ei"A. 
(11)
Thus, the eigenvalues of the orthonormalized matrix pencil AB, -A, and, equivalently, those of a given pencil AB -A that is regular with respect to the unit circle are separated from the unit circle by a distance not less than 1/(14w).
As an illustration of Theorem 3 we give an example. Let A be a symmetric matrix, and B = 1. We make use of the diagonal form of the The above example demonstrates that the exponent of w in the estimate (11) is precise.
In numerical mathematics the question of the stability of computed solutions under small perturbations of input data is very important. As was remarked above, the parameter w reflects spectral properties of the orthonormalized matrix pencil hB, -A,,. Therefore, th_e problem of estimation of the stability of o may be posed as follows: Let A, and B, be perturba- What follows now is aimed at finding out the structure of the matrix H in terms of the matrices Pk. Owing to the equality (lo), the matrix T, from the canonical form of the pencil
AB, -A, = AT,-l( P,,, + P-1) -T,-'(P-0 + P+J
satisfies the identity
T,T,H = (P_, + P+l)(PH, + P+HJ + (P+o + P-l>(P,"O + PQ (12)
the relations (9) 
IIHII llflt2.
Hence, for k 2 0 the inequality holds and yields the following estimates:
The case of k Q 0 is treated in a similar way. Thus, we have proved a theorem that is extremely useful for the convergence investigation of some power methods used in calculations of eigenelements.
THEOREM 4.
Zf a linear matrix pencil hB -A is regular with respect to the unit circle, then 
Description of the Algorithm
We start with some heuristic motives that lead to the scheme of our algorithm. The system of difference equations (8) 
BP, -APk_l = 0, k > 1.
However, the system (14) is not suitable for numerical treatment because of the infinite number of equations. In order to overcome this problem a modification of (I4), which is based on the fact that the norm of the matrices Pk rapidly decays as Ik ( + ~0, is suggested.
We 
which means that the matrix Pk(") approximates the matrix Pk for 1 k 1 < n/2 if n is large.
The sequence of matrices Pk(") 1s periodic with the period n and satisfies the system of matrix equations 
. P_,.
We only need the projection matrices P,,, = P, and P_, = P,. It turns out that one can execute a fast orthogonal procedure to compute the approximations to the projections, the matrices Z, and Z,. The procedure is the forward orthogonal elimination of the cyclic reduction method for the SOLVING SOME SPECTRAL PROBLEMS matrix system where the first n block rows form a block bidiagonal matrix.
Let n = 2"0, and for some m, 0 < m < m,,, suppose the following finite-difference identities hold:
A,, and B, can be equal to A, B, respectively, although we shall use other, more suitable choices. Consider Equation (15) relating the matrices Z,, 2m and Z,:
Multiplying Equation (15) by a matrix X, from the left-hand side as well as Equation ( 
As the matrices X, and Y,,, let us choose N-by-N matrices satisfying the system of matrix equations
A method of calculation of such matrices will be described below. 
2.2.
Convergence of the Algorithm We begin with the second, main stage of the algorithm. Before this stage the pair of matrices A,, and B, has the canonical form A, = 3"; ' (P_ O +
P,, ), B, = T; ' (P, o + P_ 1> with nonsingular matrix T,. It turns out that for the matrices A,, B, defined in previous subsection the following representation is still valid:

A,,, = T,-'( P_, + P,m), B, = T,-'( P+. + P_2m). (20)
This was proved in [14, 15, 17] together with the recurrence formula for the matrices T,,,:
Tnl+X+,, = (P_, + P,,)T,T,H( P!!, + Pz")
+ ( P+O + P_,m)T,T,H( P,"o + PHzm). (21)
In particular, the matrices T, are defined uniquely up to multiplication by a unitary matrix on the right. Now we consider the third stage of the algorithm. Taking into account (2O), we rewrite the system (19) as follows:
2, + z, = I,
T,-ol[( P-, + P,m,)Z, -( P+O + P_,&XL] = 0. (22)
Let a matrix 5 be such that 2, = P,, + 6 and Z, = P_, -4. The detailed proofs of the convergence are found in [14, 15, 17] . where E is the relative rounding error for arithmetical operations.
In order to stop earlier than after m, iterations one must resolve the problem of what matrix pencil can be considered as almost the limit pencil. The limit matrix pencil is that one whose canonical form is AT-iP -T-'(I -P), where P is a projection matrix.
Our suggestion is as follows. In the first place we make use of the matrix identity P2 -P = 0, which means that the N-by-N matrix P is a projection. It seems to us that smallness of S is not sufficient for hB, -A,,, to be almost the limit pencil. Therefore, we suggest evaluating the parameter D in order to account for the value of the spectrum dichotomy parameter of hB, -A,. The choice of parameter r is suggested by the fact that RRH must be an approximation to as ma + w. 
THE PROBLEM OF SEPARATION OF THE MATRIX SPECTRUM BY THE IMAGINARY AXIS
The method of solution of the spectrum dichotomy problem for a linear matrix pencil which is regular with respect to the unit circle can be successfully applied to the spectrum dichotomy problem for a single matrix with respect to the imaginary axis.
The Eigenelements of a Matrix That Has No Eigenvalues on Zmagina y Axis the
The main results of this section are due to S. K. Godunov and A. Ja.
Bulgakov [lo, 51.
Given an N-by-N matrix A that has no eigenvalues on the imaginary axis. A bounded matrix function G(t), differentiable everywhere but at zero and satisfying the differential equation 
HA = lm GH(t)G(t) dt = &/" (i(Z -A)-H(igZ -A)-'&$. --cc ca
Let us refer to the number 
One can prove the following fundamental theorem, an analogue of Theorem 4, about estimation of the Green matrix G(t) in terms of K(A). SOLVING SOME SPECTRAL PROBLEMS estimate holds :
Modification of the Algorithm
The algorithm to compute the projection matrices P, and P, together with the generalized Lyapunov matrix H can be slightly modified in order to compute the projection matrices G( + O), -G( -0) and the matrix HA for a matrix A having no eigenvalues on the imaginary axis. The modified algorithm also consists of three stages. The algorithm described in Sections 2 and 3 is highly parallel. This is because the most time consuming parts of the algorithm are the matrix-matrix products and the Householder transformations.
The parallelism is clearly adapted to implementation on parallel computing systems with shared memory which are equipped with the BLAS routines [9] .
The most computationally intensive part of the algorithm is the second, We compute the matrices A,, and B, as follows: Pad& approximation [18] . Both the methods require only level-3 BIAS kernels.
In order to compute the integral C = laietBetBT dt involving the exponential of a matrix we also used two methods: A general technique to compute the diverse integrals involving the exponential of a matrix is suggested in [26] .
Similarly to computing the matrix exponential, both the methods can be implemented in level-3 BLAS.
Having computed the matrices eB and C = llefBetBT dt, we need to calculate the matrix pencil hL_' -L-'eB, where the N-by-N matrix L satisfies the equation LLT = C. The matrix L can be computed by any parallel implementation of the Cholesky decomposition [9] . The inverse of the lower triangular matrix L is a level-3 BLAS operation.
APPLICATIONS TO THE RICCATI EQUATION
In this section we apply the spectrum dichotomy problem solver to the solution of the Riccati equation arising in control theory. The problem of solving this equation is of great interest, and many authors have contributed to it [24] .
We consider the algebraic Riccati equation of the form Q + ATA + AA -hBRplBTA = 0,
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where the matrix pair (A, Q) is detectable, the matrix pair (A, B) is stabilizable, Q = Q' > 0, and R = RT > 0. For the definitions of "detectable" and "stabilizable" we refer to the literature, for example, [13] .
Let us rewrite (29) as follows:
Therefore, the Hamiltonian matrix 
H.
We discuss now an application of the spectrum dichotomy problem solver to the Riccati equation. For this purpose, one has to use the solver for the spectrum dichotomy problem with respect to the imaginary axis. We recall that the matrix pencil AB, -A, is formed in order to start the iterations, gives us a solution of Equation (29). Thus, there is no necessity to calculate the projection matrix P explicitly in order to compute the matrix A.
All the stages of the algorithm for calculating the solution A of (29) are provided with condition numbers. Hence, full error analysis is available for SOLVING SOME SPECTRAL PROBLEMS 519 the algorithm. By the way, we also use the Householder method to solve the linear least-squares problem, so that the block versions of the method are available in this case too.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper a technique for solving some eigenvalue problems has been discussed which is an alternative to the Schur method. When executing on sequential computers, our method may be 3-10 times more expensive than the Schur method. But on parallel computers these two methods give approximately the same time to solution, because our method can be effectively coded in level-3 BLAS with a performance rate not far from that for the DGEMM routine of BLAS, whereas the Schur method cannot reach such high performance on parallel computers. Timing experiments on ALLIANT FX/4 are reported in 1171.
In addition, our method is equipped with a strict mathematical theory for the convergence rate and accumulation of the rounding errors [15] . For the Schur method it may be quite expensive to obtain rounding-error estimates.
